Lesson 1: Introduce the chords of G and Em
Lesson 2: Two new chords (C and D)
Lesson 3: A new chord (A) and a “Rock” backing track
Lesson 4: The final chords (Am Dm and E) a beginner
needs to learn with a “funky” backing track
Lesson 5: From lesson five onwards activities should be
made up of combinations of three “strands”

Strand 1:
Use more of the
backing tracks
featuring the eight
chords learned to this
point which require
more rapid chord
changes and
introduce more
complicated
strumming patterns

Strand 2:
Repertoire:
Now that your student
can move between eight
basic chords fairly
smoothly you can start
to introduce songs (or
fragments of songs) that
use the chords
You can also introduce
new chords (F and the
four string Bm shape
are particularly useful)
on an “as required”
basis as new songs are
chosen and studied

Strand 3:
More advanced
technical
elements such as
power chords and
(then) bar chords
along with single
note exercises
and scales can be
introduced (using
the backing
tracks) and basic
music theory can
be incorporated
as required

Lesson 5
This lesson marks the point in a series of lessons where a
teacher can begin to work with “Theory, Technique and
Repertoire” The “Three Pillars” upon which effective guitar
teaching is built
By this point our students should be familiar with moving
between the eight chords studied up to now (C A G E D Am Dm
and Em) in time with music
It cannot be stressed enough that they still need to become
more comfortable with the eight basic chords and there are
a whole load of backing tracks designed to help them to do just
that
If you look at the sheets you will notice that now the chords
often tend to change after a single bar which requiresthe
student to practice moving between them more rapidly and by so
doing build fluidity into their playing

Above you can see some of the handouts accompanying the backing
tracks designed to help learners to move between the chords studied
to this point more quickly and smoothly
You can also see chord sheets that introduce the best new chords to
learn (F which allows a guitarist to operate in the key of C and Bm
which means that they can now play all of the “important” chords in the
key of G)

Lesson 5
Developing Repertoire
Now they have a basic facility on the guitar it is time to
indroduce songs (or segments of songs) that they know and
love
Don’t teach songs too early!
If a teacher introduces repertoire too early (before a student
can change chords smoothly and in time) they run the risk of
creating a situation in which the learner feels like they are
“failing” at guitar
This is because they already have an idea in their head of how
a song should sound and any shortcomings resulting from slow
chord changes or glitches in timing can result in
discouragement and demotivation for the student
Alongside the new backing tracks now (when they can change
between chords in time to a backing track) is a good time to
start working on songs or more likely fragments of songs that
your student already knows and likes featuring the chords of C
A G E D Am Dm and Em covered to this point

This is part of the reason why the backing tracks are fairly
generic with the rhythm section doing most of the “heavy lifting”
with regard to filling the sound out and keeping it in time
It is a good idea to spend some time in lessons from this stage
onwards working on more advanced technical material such as
developing the ability to play power (and then bar) chords or
looking at some (very basic) music theory

Just a few of our printable resources designed to help with this
(intermediate and more advanced) stage of learning to play the
guitar

The next page features a graphic that looks at developing an
approach to teacjing basic music theory

